TABLE 1

ORS and Line Managers: Common Sources of Conflict
Content
Facts
Methods
Goals
Values
OHS
Preventive care will save the company money due to a healthier work force.
Workers' compensation process should be examined thoroughly and a comprehensive plan put in place.
We want to have a state of the art health facility that will characterize the value the company places on its human assets.
We must be employee centered and think safety at all costs.
Line Manager
Spending more money on preventive health care will be expensive to implement and maintain.
We need to move as quickly as possible to meet regulated requirements, but not spend a lot of time and money.
We need to be able to cost effectively meet company requirements for a safe and healthy work environment.
We must consider the bottom line and cost of production as well as employees' best interests.
constructive when this level of creativity is reached and all of the ideas available are accessed. Anything that serves to increase the understanding of more than a single point of view adds value by encouraging authentic and open communication. Exposing all points of view becomes difficult when individuals unintentionally behave in ways that prevent, or at least discourage, this from occurring. Actions such as strongly asserting a single position and poor listening are common disabling practices. Hidden issues remain just that, not visible or accessible. Consequently, important and valuable contributions lie fallow.
Research has proven that the best solutions often surface when everyone is encouraged to share their ideas and thoughts about an issue. In fact, the greatest creativity comes from those groups with substantial differences in orientation and thinking. In successful cases, the concept of exploiting diversity and exposing alternative views is valued and pursued. The trip can be treacherous without strong leadership, but the potential for incredible results is undeniable (Herrmann, 1990) . Uncovering diverse points of view also serves to stimulate and increase the energy level of a group, leading to even greater ideas and possibilities. Not to be forgotten is the unspoken side benefit of "fighting" The "making up" phenomenon of sharing a conflict, settling it, and learning more about each other in the process helps build cohesiveness, stronger bonds, and greater commitment toward each other and common goals (Hart, 1987) .
The need for nurses in the workplace to act as employee advocates, as well as responsible company representatives, often creates situations in which nurses must balance and weigh the potential for destructive and constructive conflict on the job. Minimizing the unproductive fallout of disagreeing parties can be a challenge. Understanding how to work through the challenges starts with a look at why they occur.
What are some of the common causes of disagreement in organizations? It is no surprise that poor and ineffective communication can contribute significantly to unhealthy conflict. The inability to articulate clearly what is expected or needed and the unwillingness to listen and understand other points of view are major contributors to misunderstanding and derailed efforts to achieve mutual goals. Personality clashes can make it even more difficult to set aside personal agendas and biases to more effectively "hear" and appreciate another individual. Approaching an issue with different facts, methods, goals, and values can cause two parties to struggle to find a mutually satisfying solution (see Table 1 ). Competitive stances or the "need to win" can create a monster among the meekest of individuals. The nurse needs to be aware of all the potential reasons conflict occurs, not to avoid and prevent them, but to gain insight into the dynamics involved. That is why any good conflict resolution model begins with a good diagnosis. Offered here is a five step (1988) . process for assuring the best possible outcomes for professionals who find themselves in the common position of dealing with differences (see Figure) .
DIAGNOSE
Often professionals find themselves in the midst of battle without knowing how or why they got there. An effective cure for potentially destructive conflict includes a proactive analysis of the issues involved and the needs and wants of all direct and indirect parties. The first need is to determine if the other person(s) involved is willing to work through the conflict. If they express no interest in resolving the issue, then an impasse has been reached and a plan for coping, rather than a plan for resolution, is necessary. Coping strategies involve finding ways to take care of oneself without expectations of change or cooperation from the other party. It takes both parties to create a successful, mutually satisfying resolution.
Conflict of a significant nature requires adequate time and attention to resolve. Failure often occurs when one or neither person takes time to "hear and understand" the needs and wants of the other person. Getting caught up in exclusively advocating personal agendas and listening more to "rebut" than to "understand" are common obstacles to establishing mutual respect and purpose. To be successful in finding good solutions and maintaining strong relationships, it is important to be able to answer the question: "What does this person need or want out of this situation?"
A belief often exists that appearing to be open to another's thinking, and being willing to consider its validity, could potentially lead to a loss of control. Stand offs typically result, with neither party working toward appreciating an alternative perspective. All energy is directed at compelling and convincing the other party of the logic and certainty of their own position. This leads to an "either or" solution, either "my way or your way" (Win-Lose). It is commonly recognized that the person 304 with the most power, not necessarily the best thinking, usually prevails. Fortunately, once the choice to work toward understanding opposing views is engaged, the whole picture (not just a single truth, but all truths) gets on the table. Accessing all meaning and possible contributions to a problem's solution is a good thing. All information can be used to discover a solution not only reasonable for everyone (Win-Win), but also that has potential to be superior to any solution originally presented by a single individual. This phenomenon is known as synergy.
For individuals to engage in a discussion in which there is a free flow of ideas, it is important to determine up front what common purpose(s) they may share in the situation (Patterson, 1996b) . Disagreements often center around strategies and methods, or the "how" things will get done, rather than "what" end result or goals are desired. Clear goals for either party are not stated, creating confusion. Address the need to establish mutuality around the "what" is a good first step to entering a true dialogue. When faced with disagreement, it is vital to see if a mutual purpose can be established at the outset. The nurse can ask, "What are you trying to achieve here?" or "What outcomes do you desire?" For example, before debating the merits of two distinctly different delivery systems to a client, it is important to first spend time talking about the goal of the delivery system. Once an agreed upon, shared purpose has been stated, then arguments about methods can be self limiting, and clearer linkages between opposing points of view become more transparent. It also is a nice way of neutralizing opposing factions and puts in place a more collaborative, cooperative atmosphere for dialogue. Dialogue is defined as a highly desirable interpersonal interaction in which mutually respectful individuals are able to express themselves honestly and authentically to achieve mutual goals (Senge, 1990) . Certain behaviors lead to the kind of climate required for dialogue to be achieved, especially in conflict situations.
Making statements like, "Let's see what we can agree on to start" or "I think we both ultimately want x, do you see it that way?" are helpful starters. Individuals who take the time to diagnose a "loaded" conflict situation are able to:
• Maintain control and keep emotions in check.
• See more clearly the points of disagreement and agreement.
• Set up a dynamic where mutual understanding is viewed as a means to a productive end, not a liability to be avoided.
PLAN
Once a clear picture of the issue and all its complexity is created, then planning an effective resolutions seeking exchange can begin. One important element in the planning of any potentially sensitive interaction is to know oneself and pattern of responding. When growing to maturity, everyone develops fairly predictable ways of behaving . Generally, people continue to do what works for them most of the time. Those actions that have been consistently reinforced over time become patterned responses or habits. The value in being aware of these predispositions is being able to play to one's strengths and minimize the pitfalls of an automatic, but possibly ineffective response . Planning also gives a greater sense of control and more confidence that an agreeable outcome will result. So where possible, it is important to take time to plan a response, instead of allowing habitual ways of behaving limit the ability to constructively cope with conflict.
A popular way of describing different conflict behaviors was created by Thomas (1974) . Five conflict styles are defined by two dimensions of behavior: assertiveness and cooperativene ss.
Assertiveness is the extent to which individual s attempt to satisfy their own needs/concerns. Cooperativeness is the extent to which individuals attempt to satisfy the concerns of others. The five approaches are labeled : • Competing.
• Accommodating.
• Avoiding.
• Compromising.
• Collaborating. Thomas (1974) suggested that each of these five approaches has an appropriate use. The key is knowing when each is an effective option and being able to implement them all as needed. What is known about most people is that they don't use each of these interchangeably, nor do they exercise them with the same frequency. Preferred modes of responding need to be evaluated for situational appropriateness and other choices need to be activated, if necessary. Flexibility is the key to effective interpersonal relations . Because occupational and environmental health nurses are required to work in complex environments in which there are inherent organizational conflicts (line vs. staff), or conflicts imposed by an external system (an injured employee who retains a lawyer, who then dictates health care interventions), this ability to call upon a variety of approaches will greatly improve client services and positively impact Health Services' results. Outlined below are the five approaches and their potential uses and misuses.
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Competition
Competing is a highly assertive approach in which individuals work vigorously toward getting their own needs and wants met with less regard for others' wishes. Although this can be a very destructive style if abused, there are times when it is appropriate, such as when quick, decisive action is called for; when important yet unpopular courses of action are necessary; when one knows one is right on vital issues; and when people are being taken advantage of because they are non-competitive. For example, if a nurse is proposing a disability management program in which data have been gathered that clearly shows dollars can be saved through its implementation, the nurse may wish to use this approach in the meeting with the finance and benefits managers. The nurse will need to be highly prepared to answer questions and counter any objections to the proposal. Likewise, when an ergonomic intervention is required to adequately accommodate an employee on a return to work program, the nurse may need to use this style when communicating with operations management.
However, it is important to be aware if a competing style is used without discretion , negative results will abide. Few will stand up to the Competitor and tell the truth. Fear of being "squashed" will cause others to withhold their contributions. People come to fear admitting ignorance or uncertainty. Because of limited input from others, this extremely assertive style leads to distorted perceptions. Thus, effective problem solving is severely handicapped. Also good relationships are difficult to maintain, and people consistently practicing this approach have a very small circle of friends. Often, a competitive approach starts with good intentions : To do the right thing. However, a negative side effect of a competing style is the difficulty the user has in gaining commitment to solutions even if they are "right." Without commitment, it becomes necessary to keep "selling or policing" the solution during implementation . In other words, it is crucial to use competition with caution .
Accommodation
The opposite extreme of competing is accommodating. Accommodation is a highly cooperative approach, in which individuals exert more effort to assure others' needs and wants are met, rather than their own. This high relationship orientation (putting others first) may be required and is appropriate at times. Accommodation works best in circumstances : When one realizes he is wrong or unsure; when the issue is much more important to the other person, and it makes sense to save the battles for more critical issues; and when winning isn't likely or one doesn't have power in a situation. When preserving relationships is especially important, accommodation is a good choice. Accommodating subordinates by allowing them to dictate what happens in a project is a way to develop them and to allow them to learn from mistakes. A common application for nurses who use this style involves disagreements with physicians who hold the "power base" in the health care community. This is a dynamic that is not necessarily desirable, but acknowledging the real and practical considerations can lead to wiser choices, which may bring balance to these interactions.
"Nice guys finish last" is a cliche of which nurses who over-accommodate need to be mindful. Other downsides to being too accommodating are:
• Decreased influence, respect and/or recognition due to excessive deference (doormat image) .
• Loss of discipline and/or leadership in organizations.
• Personal frustration experienced when one 's own needs are continually not met. Most significant to organizations is that sometimes the least assertive person has the best idea or solution, and it is lost when that individual spends energy assuring everyone else's ideas get primary consideration. An "unselfish" attitude inadvertently leads to a selfish withholding of what is best for all.
Avoidance
A third alternative practice when facing conflict is to avoid. Avoidance effectively ignores personal needs and wants as well as the needs of others . This approach is more or less an absence of action when confronted with disagreement. Some may view avoiding conflict as a selfish protective measure, therefore, serving one person 's need for safety over what might be best for the whole. Strangely enough, there are times when this seems to be the best approach : when an issue is trivial; when there is no chance of getting what the nurse wants; and when a confrontation would potentially be more destructive than the benefits of seeking resolution. Also, avoidance can be used appropriately as a temporary strategy when there is a need to cool down, reduce tensions, and/or gather more information.
When others are able to resolve the conflict most effectively, choosing not to get involved is a wise decision. Those holding sling shots as their only weapon should wisely avoid confrontations with bullies owning big cannons. Overusing the avoidance style can lead to default decisions, unresolved and festering issues, and a reputation as a coward. Reinforcing a self image of doubt and low self esteem is not a sound leadership practice, but used sparingly, it does have a place in the "tool kit". Not every issue requires intervention. It is important to look for occasions when a "no action" strategy appears safe and effective.
Compromise A much sought after approach is compromisemoderately assertive, but willing to cooperate some. Its "win win" face is appealing in many situations , but it is crucial to beware of its suboptimal quality as well. In compromising, not only do both parties get some of what they want (win), they also do not get some of their initial desired outcome (lose). The potential hazard of settling for a compromised solution is that no one is fully satisfied, and usually the solutions are short lived. Whatever is left on the table in the bargaining usually surfaces again at a later date. Sometimes larger issues , principles, long term objectives, values, and company welfare are sold out when everyone is focused on practicalities, like "getting the job done quickly."
Collaboration
The highest form of resolution among disagreeing parties is a true collaboration, in which all individual wants and needs are willingly shared and explored . This can be very labor intensive and energy draining. Thus, its desirability as an approach needs to be balanced by practicality. When both parties' concerns are too important to be compromised, the effort is worthwhile . Situations occur when it is clear that merging insights from people with different perspectives will be value added. Employing the collaborative style in these instances will net creative outcomes that cover a broad array of needs. Also, when it is known that a decision requires a significant commitment from others for successful implementation, taking the extra time and effort to collaborate to gain a consensus decision is worth the investment.
Collaboration is an ineffective choice when the significance of the issue does not match the level of investment a true collaboration requires . Also, it only makes sense to use this inclusive approach when the people involved have a significant contribution to make to possible solutions. For the Health Services environment, a collaborative strategy may be appropriate for managing a return to work workers' compensation case in which both health and business considerations need to be explored to ensure fairness to the employee, the involved department and the company as a whole (see Table 2 to check understanding of the five basic approaches to conflict).
The Exercise beginning on page 308 provides an opportunity for individuals to determine if a preferred 
Checking Understanding
To check understanding of the five basic approaches, match the popular statement with its corresponding style. • Be optmusnc, not cynical. Most conflicts can be resolved constructively. Ask: "What is the best thing that can come out of this?" • Don't expect to change others. Focus on what personal actions can be taken to generate a satisfactory outcome.
• Be willing to invest and take risks to resolve the issue. Initiate problem solving. Do not settle for living with the undesirable consequences of the status quo.
• Plan an appropriate time and place to meet and discuss differences. Allow enough time to thoroughly explore the problem and work out a resolution.
• Practice and rehearse expressing point of view clearly and effectively, but also practice demonstrating interest in another way of looking at things. Trying out a typical automatic response and judging it for potential effectiveness can help getting started on the right foot.
IMPLEMENT Proficient preparation and planning allow for implementation of a mutually satisfying resolution. The six steps below increase the probability that work situations involving conflict will be successfully resolved.
Step 1.' Make the first move and initiate a dialogue. Many fear the response to this first move. Stating some helpful ground rules up front to promote an open dialogue that is productive and controlled is an important approach to conflict exists. Reviewing the case scenarios and respond as instructed.
The frequency of consistently choosing a particular response will indicate the strength of the preference. Four or five choices in the same approach represents a significant pattern. How often is "Competing" your first choice of action? If frequently selected, what might this cost you in terms of your relationships and commitment levels? How often are you "giving in" to others? If often, what might this cost the organization and/or your stakeholders? "Just as serious golfers play best with a full set of clubs, you can more effectively handle the sand traps of disagreement with a wide range of strategic styles" (Kindler, 1988) . If you are habitually responding in certain predictable ways, consider practicing an option which is less comfortable in order to gain effectiveness personally and professionally. Be prepared to stumble or only achieve moderate success initially. With use, better results will come.
Once familiar with the options for response, two questions are important to ask in determining the appropriate conflict approach to use in a given situation:
• How firm should I be on my view?
How important or critical is the issue? How confident am I that I am right or need to control the outcome?
• How concerned should I be about the relationship?
Is this someone I will work with in the long term? Is this person strategic to my accomplishing what I want? Table 3 can be used as a decision making tool to help make effective choices about appropriate responses to various conflict scenarios.
PREPARE
Following a thorough diagnosis and sorting through the possible strategies to employ, the next step is to prepare for the actual interaction. When disagreements are known to exist, the nurse needs to prepare not only for short term success in meeting personal needs and expectations, but also for long term effectiveness through maintaining key relationships. The following guidelines should help. Preparation Do's and Don'ts:
• Check attitude. What labels are being put on the problem and/or the person?
• Prepare to listen with empathy. Empathic listening does not imply agreement, only interest in understanding facts and feelings.
• Respect all viewpoints, including one's own. Create clear and effective statements. Support ideas with data if possible.
EXERCISE
Determining Preferred Conflict Styles
Instructions: To determine your preferred approach to confl ict, read the following five scenarios and put yourself in the place of Sally, a Health Serv ices manager in a manufacturing organization. For each scenario, circle which one of the five alternative courses of action you would most likely choose .
1. You have noticed a pattern developing with Sam , a staff member, who regularly disregards publ ished and well known polic ies and becomes loud and abusive when you or others try to remind him of departmental requirements. You notice other team members resenting his behavior. If you were Sally, you would:
A. Talk to him and tell him that continued disregard for policy requ irements and rules will result in disciplinary action.
B. Tell Sam if he'll follow the rules from now on, you'll prom ise not to document his earlier infractions.
C. Say nothing, and wait for a better time to approach Sam . D. Approach Sam, find out what is going on with him, and discuss your expectations and understanding of the policies. Ask how you can work together to meet these requirements and achieve departmental goa ls.
E. Don't mention anything just yet to Sam . Try to put the others at ease , as it is important that they all work well together.
2. You share responsibility for an employee/client with Diane, a Benefits Specialist in the HR department. This employee has been a chronic Health Services user over the past 6 months, and she has just returned to partial work duties. She is confused about her pay and benefits and has twice asked you to find out her status. Both times you have referred her to Diane in Benefits who is responsible for handling these issues . The employee reports that Diane has not responded to her requests, and she needs answers today. If you were Sally, you wou ld:
A. Walk up to Diane and let her know of your disappointment in the way she is managing this situation. Ask her to call the employee by the end of the day.
B. Tell the employee that you will find out from Diane what she needs to know, if she will prom ise to work through her supervisor the next time.
C. Do not confront Diane right now; give her more time to respond to the employee's request. D. Confront Diane outright, but privately. Let her know you understand it is her job to ass ist employees with pay/benefits questions. Tell her the impact she is having and that you are concerned. Ask for reasons for not following up and work with her to get the task done .
E. Go to Diane and solicit the needed information for the employee and relay the information back to the employee. You are sure Diane is just overworked.
3. You have noticed that the Health Services nurse , Jill, and the Safety Specialist, Mary, are always arguing about the best way to get a project done for which they both share responsibility. They seem to spend more time trying to catch one another doing something wrong rather than working out their differences. This has caused a slowdown in the project team 's performance by disrupting timelines and the work of the group . To help resolve the situat ion, you would :
A. Decide which one is right and suggest the other go along and quit arguing.
B. Point out that they both have a contribution to make and ask them to find "a happy medium." C. Let them resolve their own problems. D. Ask each one individually what the problem is, then openly discuss their differences together.
continu ed
Exercise (Continued)
E. When others complain about the situation, try to keep them calm and ask them to tolerate the "idiosyncrasies" of Jill and Mary.
4. You have been a nurse at XYZ for 2 years and have been overcommitted and overwhelmed for much of this time. The demands placed on you continue to be one rous , and you fear the quality of your work is starting to suffer. To respond to this situation , you would:
A. Walk in and tell your boss you have had it with this place . If she doesn 't do something quick , you will lose your mind ! B. Negotiate with your boss , telling her you will keep producing short term if she will give some signa l that she's understood the problem and will support a more reasonable workload in the future.
C. Don't say anything. You realize your boss is as overworked and stressed as you are . You don 't see any future in bringing it up.
D. Call and tell your boss how important it is for you and the department to feel confident and comfortable with the output of the group. Clearly state your dissatisfaction with the situation and ask her to help you by shar ing her unde rstand ing of the requirements of the job and how to prioritize the demands being placed on you.
E. Keep doing you r job as cheerfully as you can , determined to make the best of it. Sooner or later, you are sure someone will notice your hard work and it will payoff. 5. You are present at a management meeting where budgets are being reviewed for next year. The discussion rolls around to the budget increases in the Health and Safety Department. A line manager, Bob, who is known to be conservative and nonsupportive of Health Services, once again starts bashing the department and its existence. In the meeting you:
A. Let Bob know you don't appreciate his comments and state you hope he brought his armor for when his budget comes up for review. • Everyone will be open and honest.
• Everyone will have a say and be heard.
• Everyone will listen to each other without argument If most of the responses are in the first column, this indicates you feel confident you will benefit from interaction and attention to the relationship. You should consider a more cooperative approach. If most check marks are in the third column , this suggests you won't benefit from personal involvement. You may choose not to invest heavily in the relationship and depending on the significance of the issue choose a more or less assertive response.
or negative reaction, and will keep a positive, caring attitude.
• Opinions and feelin gs must be supported by facts or examples of specific behavior. Once all agree to play by these rules, it is important to clearly explain the situation. Emphasizing that this is one' s own perception of the problem is crucial. Making statements respectfully and inviting a response to the opening make it safe for others to respond and become engaged in the conversation (Patterson, 1996a Table 4 .
Step 2: Describ e how indiv idual and/or group performance is being affected. Attent ion must be kept on the work related probl em and away from the personalities involved. Data are helpful here. Presenting the problem in a way that will be readily understood , and concentrating on important issues are important to facilitat e the process. Becau se interpersonal conflicts are emotionally loaded, it is important to avoid blam ing. "I messages" are statements that can be used to focus the discussion on the problem , the feelin gs, and the effects they are creating. An effective "I message" has the ability to evoke a helping response from the other person. Thi s allows the discussio n to be objective and open.
Example : "I am co ncerned how this decision will affect our abil ity to meet our comm itment s to management." NOT "You don ' t see what impact this will have !"
Step 3: Ask for the other viewpoint to be explain ed. Inviting others to parti cipate and contribute, by asking que stions to encourage input, and probing for deeper meaning are helpful. Before proposing solutions, it is vital to gather as much inform ation as possible. This step co nfirms respect for the other person's opinion and affirms the need for his or her coo peration. It is important to listen carefully while the other person is talkin g. Being open to learnin g and changing is crucial. Settin g aside the need to be right and focusing on getting all important infor mation and feelings on the table are vital to the process.
Step 4: Agree on the problem. Summarizing the various viewpoints and clea rly stating the probl em team members think need s to be solved clar ifies the problem . Once all parties agree on a mutual purpose, it is easier to focus on developin g solutions.
Step 5: Expl ore and discuss possible solutions.
Brainstorm ing is an effective techn ique to generate all the possibiliti es, even with ju st two people. To ensure shared ownership of the problem 's reso lution, all participants in the conflict need to be involved in developing solutions. Agreeing to a set of criteria for a successful solution before selecting the "best" alternative makes com ing to agreement easier.
Step Alliance, Inc., 1996. understand their role in the solution and accept respon sibility as individuals and team members for making it work. Before concluding, it is important to find out if every one agrees to the goals and action plan that has been developed. If there is a sense that some are half heartedly committed, it is crucia l to chec k this out. It is important not to make the mistake of railroading a solution through. If nece ssary, the discussion can be reopened . These six steps cannot guarantee a flawless probl em solving experience, but making sure to include every step grea tly enhances success in achieving mutu ally satisfying ends.
EVALUATE
Once full commitment is achieved at the earlier session, it is an effecti ve practice to follow this meeting with a written summary of the action plan a few days later. A day, date, and time for a follow up meeting should be established as well. Thi s follow up meeting allows everyone in the process to evaluate progre ss and make adjust-
